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1. (a) What are the steps in the subsurface exploration? Discuss briefly. Explain the various factors that 
help to decide the number, spacing and depth of boreholes required for subsoil exploration. [5] 

(b) Soil exploration was conducted at a construction site by a seismic refraction method and following 
results were obtained: 

Graph the time-travel data and determine the seismic velocity for the surface layer and the underlying 
layer. Also determine the thickness of the top layer. [5] 

2. Under what conditions are pile foundations preferred? 

A 400-mm diameter circular prestressed concrete pile is to be driven in a clayey soil. The unit weight 
and unconfined compressive strength was respectively, 18.1 kN/m3 and 120 kN/m2

. Determine the 
required length of the pile to achieve the design capacity of the pile 350 kN. Use a factor of safety of 2 
and adhesion factor 0.75. 

If a total of 9 such piles (3x3) are used in a group at a center to center spacing of 1200-mm, what would 
be the design capacity of the Group? Use Converse-Labarre equationfor pile group efficiency. [2+4+4] 

3. Investigate the stability against overturning, sliding resistance, and foundation soil pressure of the 
retaining wall shown in Fi~. Q.3. The retaining wall is to support a deposit of granular soil, which has 
unit weight of 17.30 kN/m and angle of internal friction of 32°. The coefficient of base friction is 0.50. 
Allowable soil pressure for the foundation soil is 250 kN/m2

. (Neglect passive pressure at toe) 
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4. (a) A square foundation has to be constructed on a thick deposit of uniform cohesionless soil. The soil's 
saturated and dry unit weight is 20.0 and 17.6 kN/m3

, respectively. The depth of foundation is 1.2 m 
and the water table is at a depth of 0.5 m from the ground surface. The allowable load (Oau) of the 
footing with a factor of safety of 3 is 700 kN. Determine the size of the footing. (Given for <p = 34°, Nc = 
52.6, Nq = 36.5, and Nv = 37.0). [6] 

(b) Under what conditions combined footings are preferred? Describe the method for determining the 
size of a rectangular footing combining two columns with unequal column loads. [4] 
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5. (a} V,Vhat is a testpii~?WhiH ir'lformati9,n is obtained from ~est p]lt;!s? .. 
[2] 

·(b) A'~ piie group of nine friction piles of 6.3m dia~eter is embed!;led into ·the soil with an arrangement 
shown· in .. fig. Q.5(b). Determine.the settlement of the group (Consider consolidation settlement of clay 
lay,er,c)_nly). ·,. · · · ' 'i 
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6. (a) Slipw the lateral. p~es!)ure d.istributiol) over the, depth il). a braced cut made in stiff fissur~d clay and 
soft t6 mediur~J'clay. [2] 
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(p) p~U3ils .c)f a sheet pile wall as shown Jn Fig Q,6(p) was chosen il') !he preliminary design of the sheet 
pile~wall. Analyse tlie·sheetpilewalland check whether the 4.0-m embedmen.t depth is adequat~ with a 
factor safety of J.'5. Also .. determine·the tension in th~dit? rod. if itis adequate. [8] 
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